Anchored in equity and inclusion, building capacity through professional learning and development for all to ensure students develop their social and emotional skills and are successfully prepared for the future.

Imagine a school where educators are excited to work because they are supported through endless professional development opportunities that they get to choose. Where students learn skills that will prepare them to be productive and active workers and entrepreneurs in their community.

A school where students are not just taught hard skills - but also their soft skills like self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, and decision-making. Where every single student has no limits to learning – despite physical barriers or limitations. There is a solution for everything.

Break boundaries and set records with the latest in Student & School Success.
What are the outcomes of transformation?

School leaders actively working to improve teaching and learning.

Students preparing to be active participants in their community.

Students maintaining healthy and positive relationships.

Students of all abilities learning without limitation.

Great Examples
See examples of Student & School Success transformation from those that have done it around the world.

Learn More
This course focuses on Student & School Success aimed at school leaders looking to drive change in their schools.

Additional Resources
- Social and Emotional Learning Resources
- Learning Tools Whitepaper
- Emotion & Cognition in the Age of AI Whitepaper
- Staff of 2030 Whitepaper

Empowering Student & School Success

Educator Center
Online learning opportunities for educators and students.

Minecraft: Education Edition
Stay connected to the classroom with creative STEM challenges.

Flipgrid
Confidence and creativity flourish as students record authentic videos.

Office 365
Learning Tools
Enable every student to improve writing, reading comprehension, and reading speed.

Microsoft K-12 Education Transformation Framework – aka.ms/etf
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